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Theory of Elasticity and Plasticity is designed as a textbook for both undergraduate and postgraduate students of
engineering in civil, mechanical and aeronautical disciplines. This book has been written with the objective of bringing the
concepts of elasticity and plasticity to the students in a simplified and comprehensive manner. The basic concepts,
definitions, theory as well as practical applications are discussed in a clear, logical and concise manner for better
understanding. Starting with, general relationships between stress, strain and deformations, the book deals with specific
problems on plane stress, plane strain and torsion in non-circular sections. Advanced topics such as membrane analogy,
beams on elastic foundations and plastic analysis of pressure vessels are also discussed elaborately. For better
comprehension, the text is well supported with: ? Large number of worked-out examples in each chapter. ? Well-labelled
illustrations. ? Numerous Review Questions that reinforce the understanding of the subject. As all the concepts are
covered extensively with a blend of theory and practice, this book will be a useful resource to the students.
This book on the Strength Of Materials deals with the basic principles of the subject.All topics have been introduced in a
simple manner. The book has been written mainly in the M.K.S. system of units.The book has beenprepared to suit the
requirements of students preparing for A.M.I.E. degree anddiploma examinations in engineering. The chapters Shear
Forces and BendingMoments , Stresses in Beams, Masonry Dams and Retaining Walls , Fixed andContinuous Beams
and Columns and Struts: have been enlarged. Problems have been takenfrom A.M.I.E. and various university
examinations. This editioncontains hundreds of fully solved problems besides many problems set for exerciseat the end
of each chapter.
Strength of Materials is an important subject in engineering in which concept of load transfer in a structure is developed
and method of finding internal forces in the members of the structure is taught. This book is written strictly as per West
Bengal polytechnic syllabus. The subject is developed systematically, using good number of figures and simple English.
At the end of each chapter a set of problems are presented with answer so that the students can check their ability to
solve problems. To enhance the ability of students to answer semester and examinations a set of descriptive type, fill in
the blanks type, identifying true/ false type and multiple choice questions are also presented. Key Features • 100%
coverage of new syllabus • Emphasis on practice of numerical for guaranteed success in exams • Lucidity and simplicity
maintained throughout • Nationally acclaimed author of over 40 books
Power System Stability and Control contains the hands-on information you need to understand, model, analyze, and
solve problems using the latest technical tools. You'll learn about the structure of modern power systems, the different
levels of control, and the nature of stability problems you face in your day-to-day work.
Strength of Materials deals with the study of the effect of forces and moments on the deformation of a body. This book
follows a simple approach along with numerous solved and unsolved problems to explain the basics followed by
advanced concepts such as three dimensional stresses, the theory of simple bending, theories of failure, mechanical
properties, material testing and engineering materials.
Designed for a first course in strength of materials, Applied Strength of Materials has long been the bestseller for Engineering Technology
programs because of its comprehensive coverage, and its emphasis on sound fundamentals, applications, and problem-solving techniques.
The combination of clear and consistent problem-solving techniques, numerous end-of-chapter problems, and the integration of both analysis
and design approaches to strength of materials principles prepares students for subsequent courses and professional practice. The fully
updated Sixth Edition. Built around an educational philosophy that stresses active learning, consistent reinforcement of key concepts, and a
strong visual component, Applied Strength of Materials, Sixth Edition continues to offer the readers the most thorough and understandable
approach to mechanics of materials.
The second edition of Strength of Materials is a comprehensive textbook specially designed to meet the requirements of undergraduate
students of civil engineering as also mechanical engineering. -Engineering Mechanics : Statics Part 1Galgotia Publications
This revised edition is restructured with additional text and extensive illustrations, along with developments in geotechnical literature. Among
the topics included are: soil aggregates, stresses in soil mass, pore water pressure due to undrained loading, permeability and seepage,
consolidation, shear strength of soils, and evaluation of soil settlement. The text presents mathematical derivations as well as numerous
worked-out examples.
A classic textbook on the principles of Newtonian mechanics for undergraduate students, accompanied by numerous worked examples and
problems.
In the present book an attempt has been made to reach out engineering students at large to make them understand the concept of
Engineering Mechanics through the concepts of Mechanics (in Physics) studied at 10 + 2 level of senior secondary examination. Salient
Features of the Books:- (1) In SI units, the book represents exhaustive exposition of the subject, i.e., Engineering Mechanics. (2) Physical
concepts have been well explained through illustrations along with derivation. (3) The book contains more than 500 solved examples. (4)
Important topics as vector quantities, equivalent force systems, friction, trusses, SF and BM diagrams, curvilinear motion, impulse-moment,
twisting and bending moments have been discussed in details. (5) There are solved, unsolved complicated problems useful for competitive
examination.

Strength of Materials and Structures: An Introduction to the Mechanics of Solids and Structures provides an introduction to the
application of basic ideas in solid and structural mechanics to engineering problems. This book begins with a simple discussion of
stresses and strains in materials, structural components, and forms they take in tension, compression, and shear. The general
properties of stress and strain and its application to a wide range of problems are also described, including shells, beams, and
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shafts. This text likewise considers an introduction to the important principle of virtual work and its two special forms—leading to
strain energy and complementary energy. The last chapters are devoted to buckling, vibrations, and impact stresses. This
publication is a good reference for engineering undergraduates who are in their first or second years.
Contents: Fundamentals Of Engineering Mechanics; Vector Algebra; Some Vector Quantities In Mechanics; Equivalent Force
Systems; Equilibrium Of Rigid Bodies; Plane Trusses; Centroid And Centre Of Gravity; Friction; Application Of Friction In
Machines; Moment Of Intertia; Simple Machines; Experiments In Statics; Simple Stresses And Strains; Composite Bars And
Temperature Stresses; Principal Stresses And Strains; Relations Between Elastic Constants; Thin Cylindrical And Spherical
Shells; Shear Force And Bending Moment Diagrams; Theory Of Simple Bending; Shear Stresses In Beams Combined Bending &
Direct Stresses; Deflection Of Beams
In SI Units, the book presents exhaustive exposition of the subject. Physical concepts have been clearly explained through
illustrations alongwith relevant mathematical derivations. This book contains 360 solved examples. This book contains 150
multiple choice questions. Important topics like Vector quantities, Equivalent force systems, Trusses, Application of friction and
virtual work have been discussed in details. There are solved, unsolved complicated problems, useful for competitive examinations
such as GATE, IES, and Civil Services. There are 4 Test Papers for self examination by students.
In its 39th year of Publishing, Engineering Fluid Mechanics continues to evolve with the times. Pedagogically sound, the book
delves into important concepts such as Fluid Statics, Kinematics and Dynamics. From concepts which as are early as Bernoulli
equation (17th century) till today, the book encompasses the chief concepts of the subject with solved examples
The repair, renovation and replacement of highway infrastructure, along with the provision of new highways, is a core element of
civil engineering, so this book covers basic theory and practice in sufficient depth to provide a solid grounding to students of civil
engineering and trainee practitioners. Moves in a logical sequence from the planning and economic justification for a highway,
through the geometric design and traffic analysis of highway links and intersections, to the design and maintenance of both flexible
and rigid pavements Covers geometric alignment of highways, junction and pavement design, structural design and pavement
maintenance Includes detailed discussions of traffic analysis and the economic appraisal of projects Makes frequent reference to
the Department of Transport’s Design Manual for Roads and Bridges Places the provision of roads and motorways in context by
introducing the economic, political, social and administrative dimensions of the subject
Engineering surveying involves determining the position of natural and man-made features on or beneath the Earth's surface and
utilizing these features in the planning, design and construction of works. It is a critical part of any engineering project. Without an
accurate understanding of the size, shape and nature of the site the project risks expensive and time-consuming errors or even
catastrophic failure. This fully updated sixth edition of Engineering Surveying covers all the basic principles and practice of the
fundamentals such as vertical control, distance, angles and position right through to the most modern technologies. It includes: *
An introduction to geodesy to facilitate greater understanding of satellite systems * A fully updated chapter on GPS, GLONASS
and GALILEO for satellite positioning in surveying * All new chapter on the important subject of rigorous estimation of control
coordinates * Detailed material on mass data methods of photogrammetry and laser scanning and the role of inertial technology in
them With many worked examples and illustrations of tools and techniques, it suits students and professionals alike involved in
surveying, civil, structural and mining engineering, and related areas such as geography and mapping.
Text for advanced undergraduates and graduate students features numerous problems with complete answers. Topics include torsion,
rotating disks, membrane stresses in shells, bending of flat plates, more. 1952 edition.
Clear treatment of systems and first and second laws of thermodynamics features informal language, vivid and lively examples, and fresh
perspectives. Excellent supplement for undergraduate science or engineering class.
Presenting recent principles of thin plate and shell theories, this book emphasizes novel analytical and numerical methods for solving linear
and nonlinear plate and shell dilemmas, new theories for the design and analysis of thin plate-shell structures, and real-world numerical
solutions, mechanics, and plate and shell models for engineering appli
Experimental Stress Analysis deals with different aspects of stress analysis, highlighting basic and advanced concepts, with a separate
chapter on aircraft structures. The inclusion of a large number of figures, tables, and solved problems ensure a
Machine Design is a text on the design of machine elements for the engineering undergraduates of mechanical/production/industrial
disciplines. The book provides a comprehensive survey of machine elements and their analytical design methods. Besides explaining the
fundamentals of the tools and techniques necessary to facilitate design calculations, the text includes extensive data on various aspects of
machine elements, manufacturing considerations and materials. The extensive pedagogical features make the text student friendly and
provide pointers for fast recapitulation.
In-depth coverage of fundamental and advanced concepts of strength of materials for mechanical and civil engineering students.

A real boon for those studying fluid mechanics at all levels, this work is intended to serve as a comprehensive textbook
for scientists and engineers as well as advanced students in thermo-fluid courses. It provides an intensive monograph
essential for understanding dynamics of ideal fluid, Newtonian fluid, non-Newtonian fluid and magnetic fluid. These
distinct, yet intertwined subjects are addressed in an integrated manner, with numerous exercises and problems
throughout.
A comprehensive coverage, student-friendly approach and the all-steps-explained style. This has made it the best-selling
book among all the books on the subject. The author's zeal of presenting the text in line with the syllabuses has resulted
in the edition at hand, which continues its run with all its salient features as earlier. Thus, it takes care of all the
syllabuses on the subject and fully satisfies the needs of engineering students. KEY FEATURES • Use of SI units •
Summary of important concepts and formulae at the end of every chapter • A large number of solved problems
presented systematically • A large number of exercise problems to test the students’ ability • Simple and clear
explanation of concepts and the underlying theory in each chapter • Generous use of diagrams (more than 550) for
better understanding NEW IN THE FOURTH EDITION ? Overhaul of the text to match the changes in various syllabuses
? Additional topics and chapters for the benefit of mechanical engineers, like • Stresses and strains in two- and threedimensional systems, and Hooke's law • Euler's buckling load and secant formula • Deflection of determinate beams
using moment area and conjugate beam methods • Deflection of beams and rigid frames by energy methods ?
Redrawing of some diagrams
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